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ABSTRACT 

Imperial Japan planned and executed a series of archaeological surveys, excavation 

projects and museum displays in Korea throughout the first half of the twentieth century. 

The cultural projects led by the Government-General of Korea, the chief administrator of 

the Japanese colonial government, carried out various tenets of global imperialism and 

coloniality. For instance, the colonial government used particular display methods to 

structure the hierarchical order of ‘inferior’ and ‘superior’ cultures and turned historical 

objects to materials for mere aesthetic appreciation or knowledge acquisition. In addition, 

Imperial Japan sought to justify its colonial governance over the Korean peninsula by using 

excavated and displayed objects as the historical basis for their claims. As such, Imperial 

Japan’s excavation and museum projects were implemented as political apparatus that 

generated and circulated the colonial narrative. Such colonial legacy has exerted influences 

on the scholarship of and exhibitions on Korean art despite vigorous attempts to 

deconstruct the narrative and de-colonise museum practices. By examining images and 

documents provided by Japanese archaeologists and the Government-General of Korea, this 
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paper aims to interrogate the extent to which Imperial Japan devised cultural essentialism 

whilst suggesting a new perspective to mediate the exploitive practices in the present time. 

KEYWORDS Government-General of Korea, colonial museum, colonial archaeology, 

Japanese imperialism, cultural essentialism, visual politics 
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Throughout the Japanese colonial period (1910–1945) in the Korean peninsula, 

Imperial Japan adapted strategies and policies from the European imperialist countries to 

seize new power and legitimise its colonial governance of Korea on the international stage. 

The Government-General of Korea, the chief administrator of the Japanese colonial 

government in Korea, executed a series of cultural projects, including archaeological 

surveys and museum construction. Such projects helped carry out various tenets of global 

imperialism and coloniality by directly and indirectly structuring the hierarchical order of 

‘inferior’ and ‘superior’ cultures. It was around the year 2000 when Korean scholars, such 

as Choi Sukyeong, Mok Suhyeon and Jeon Kyeongsu, began to study colonial museum 

display and building as a comprehensive research topic and actively challenged the 

academic narratives and theoretical assumptions that were constructed upon the colonial 

government.  Since then, scholars of various fields have shed light on complex political 1

meanings embedded in object display and museum practices of colonial Korea. Yet, the 

study of archaeological excavations, which were preliminary projects for such museum 

initiatives, has been mostly conducted separately, as shown from Yangjin Pak’s thorough 

survey focused on the Japanese colonial archaeology in Korea.  Also, less attention has 2

been given to exploring the impacts of such colonial practices and how to interpret those in 

the present time. To bridge this gap, this paper aims to study both archaeological and 

museum projects planned and executed by the Government-General of Korea during the 

colonial period to interrogate the mechanism of collecting, displaying, and cataloguing 

objects in colonial museums.  

 See Choi Sukyeong, “Joseonchongdokbu bakmulgwan-ui chulhyeon-gwa sikminjijeok gihoek” [The 1

emergence of the Government-General Museum of Korea and colonial projects], History and Discourse 27 
(September 1999): 93–125; Mok Suhyeon, “Iljeha Yiwangga bakmulgwan-ui sikminjijeok seonggyeok” [The 
colonial construct of the Yi Royal Family Museum during the Japanese occupation], Korean Journal of Art 
History 227 (September 2000): 81–104; Jeon Kyeongsu, “Hanguk bakmulgwan-ui sikminjuuijeok 
gyeongheom-gwa minjokjuuijeok silcheon mit segyejuuijeok jeonmang: talmaekrakhwa jemaekrakhwa, one-
maekrakhwa” [Representing colonialism and nationalism in Korean museums], Journal of Museum Studies 3 
(2000): 159–201. 
 Yangjin Pak, “Japanese Colonial Archaeology in Korea and Its Legacy”, in Unmasking Ideology in Imperial 2

and Colonial Archaeology: Vocabulary, Symbols, and Legacy, edited by Bonnie Effros and Guolong Lai (Los 
Angeles: Costen Institute of Archaeology Press at UCLA, 2018), 403–426. 
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Even before Japan officially annexed Korea in 1910, its intervention in the political 

affairs of Korea had taken place since the late nineteenth century as part of Japan’s 

vigorous aggression and ambition in the continent of Asia. From 1900 to 1910, faculty 

members and graduate students at Tokyo Imperial University had multiple trips to Korea 

with the aim of surveying historical sites and buildings. Yangjin Pak defines this period as 

the initial phase of Japanese colonial archaeology, which led to large-scale excavations of 

tombs and buildings from 1910 to 1915 that Pak then describes as the second phase.  3

During the second phase, Japanese scholars classified buildings, monuments, and tombs 

into different categories based on such criteria as ‘worthy of preservation’ or ‘of historical 

value’. Chosen koseki zufu and Koseki chosa hokoku, the archaeological reports published 

by the Government-General and the Society for the Study of Korean Antiquities, indicate 

that the sites of the projects were primarily located in the northern part of the peninsula 

around Pyeongyang, the presumed area of Lelang Commandery of China in ancient times. 

Pak explains that the intent behind the geographical focus was to find objects that would be 

used to claim that Korea was once a colony of Han China as early as the second century 

BCE to justify Japan’s colonial occupation of Korea.  Many historians in Korea today agree 4

that it was the underlying intent of Japan to make such a claim, although there remain 

constant debates on the actual geographical history of Lelang Commandery.  

Another perspective can be added to this point through the account of Fujita 

Ryosaku (1892–1960), who participated in major excavation projects in Korea as a member 

of the Government-General and later as a member of the Society for the Study of Korean 

Antiquities. In his 1931 article in Chosen, a periodical published by the Government-

General, Fujita summarised the legacy of Japanese excavation projects conducted in Korea 

and claimed that the undertakings were Japan’s greatest achievements to be proud of.  5

Many scholars in Japan acknowledge such research contributions without doubt, as 

 Pak, “Japanese Colonial Archaeology in Korea and Its Legacy”, 405–406.3

 Pak, “Japanese Colonial Archaeology in Korea and Its Legacy”, 406.4

 Kang, “The Remains from Ancient Times”, 15. 5
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Hideichi Sakazume points out that the archaeological projects performed in 

Japan’s colonies in the  late nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries were 

‘developed by the best minds and technologies in Japanese archaeology at the time, and 

their academic outcomes can be judged above reproach’.6 At the end of the nineteenth 

century, archaeology was a relatively new discipline even in Europe and North America, 

with archaeologists trying to demonstrate the scientific nature of their studies of ancient 

civilisation across continents.7 Japan was also in the early stage of developing 

archaeology as a ‘modern’ academic discipline. The first groups of Japanese researchers 

who participated in the archaeological projects in Korea did not have a proper academic 

background in archaeology but studied other subject areas, such as anthropology and 

architecture. Therefore, Japanese scholars like Kuroita Katsumi (1874–1946) were 

sent to study abroad in Europe, learning archaeology from other 

imperialist countries, including Britain, France, and the Netherlands, and 

deployed the latest methods and techniques in their research.8 For instance, the 

use of high-quality photographs and diagrams with precise measuring techniques 

formalised by Japanese scholar Sekino Tadashi (1868–1935) in the initial period was 

implemented in archaeological reports like Chosen koseki zufu (Fig. 1) and 

continuously adhered to by later Japanese archaeologists. This demonstrates that 

Japan strived to attain the level of ‘empirical knowledge’ that the western 

imperialists had pursued and claim its academic prowess in international 

society through colonial archaeological projects.   

6 Hideichi Sakazume, “The Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere and Archaeology in Japan”, The Rissho 
International Journal of Academic Research in Culture and Society 2 (2019): 12.
7 Oscar Moro-Abadía, “The History of Archaeology as a ‘Colonial Discourse’”, Bulletin of the History of 
Archaeology 16, no. 2 (September 2006): 7. 
8 Lee Sung-shi, “Kuroita Katsumi-reul tonghae bon sikminji-wa yeoksahak [Colony and historical studies 
seen through Kuroita Katsumi]”, Korean Culture 23 (June 1999): 256–257.
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Fig. 1: Diagrams and photographs in Government-General of Korea, Chosen koseki zufu, 

vol. 1 (Keijo: Government-General of Korea, 1915), 29. Photo: National Research Institute 

of Cultural Heritage.  

 Inaugurating museums in Korea can best be understood as another initiative that 

Imperial Japan established to follow the colonial history of European imperialists. One of 

the examples of European models is the Imperial Museum (present-day Indian Museum) 

that was established under the Government of India of the British Empire. The museum 

website elucidates its founding history as ‘the beginning of the modernity and the end of 

[the] mediaeval era’ of India.  Absorbing similar epistemology and symbolism, the 9

Government-General Museum, as a symbol of the modernisation of Korea, was built in 

1915 in the grounds of Gyeongbok Palace, the main palace for the royal families of Korea’s 

 The Indian Museum, “History of Indian Museum”, accessed 9 January 2021, https://9

indianmuseumkolkata.org/informations/MQ%3D%3D/history-of-indian-museum. 
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Joseon dynasty (1392–1910). The museum building was constructed in the style of 

‘Japanese neo-Renaissance’ (Fig. 2) as part of the complex of the first Industrial Exhibition 

(Korean: Gongjinhoe; Japanese: Kyōshin'kai) held in Gyeongseong (J: Keijō). Todd Henry 

asserts that such expositions indicate the effort the colonial government made regarding the 

‘material assimilation’ of Koreans and also explains that the events transformed the sacred 

palace into a site of public festivities.  Henry analyses the aim of the exposition that 10

juxtaposes Japan’s modern accomplishment with the underdeveloped state of colonial 

Korea as ‘showing recent socioeconomic advancements and promoting their future 

development and producing a public milieu through which Koreans could identify with the 

“progressive” fate’.  An postcard advertising the exposition shows photographs of the 11

newly constructed museum building and the Gwanghwa Gate, the main entrance of the 

Gyeongbok Palace complex, side by side as an extension of the dichotomous narrative of 

the ‘new’ and the ‘old’. (Fig. 3).  

10 Todd Henry, Assimilating Seoul: Japanese Rule and the Politics of Public Space in Colonial Korea, 
1910-1945 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2014), 92–97.
11 Henry, Assimilating Seoul, 92–106.
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Fig. 2: Postcard of the Government-General Museum of Korea. Photo: Seoul History 

Archives, Seoul History Museum.  

https://museum.seoul.go.kr/archive/archiveNew/NR_archiveList.do?

ctgryId=CTGRY828&type=D [Accessed 20 January 2021] 
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Fig. 3: Advertisement postcard for the Industrial Exhibition of 1915. Photo: Korea Cultural 

Heritage Foundation.  

http://www.k-heritage.tv/brd/board/909/L/CATEGORY/911/menu/901?

brdCodeField=CATEGORY&brdCodeValue=911&bbIdx=1610&brdType=R&tab= 

[Accessed 20 January 2021] 

The Government-General Museum, based upon the collection of the artefacts from 

the multi-year excavation projects, exhibited about 2,000 objects from the pre-historic 

periods to the contemporary time. In the lobby, Buddhist stone sculptures greeted visitors 

while dividing the inside from the outside (Fig. 4). This setting allowed for processional 

entries with monumental sculptures, enabling visitors to have a ‘liminal experience’ that 

Carol Duncan describes as a ‘move beyond the psychic constraints of mundane existence, 

step out of time, and attain new, larger perspectives’.  Through such a ritual element, 12

visitors could prepare themselves to gain new knowledge and experience in the space. Also, 

display cases in the museum galleries resembled European models that originated from the 

cabinet of curiosities, a comprehensive array of collectables as sources of modern 

 Carol Duncan, “The Art Museum as Ritual” [1995], in The Art of Art History: A Critical Anthology, edited 12

by Donald Preziosi (Oxford: OUP, 2009), 428.
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knowledge (Fig. 5). By juxtaposing and displaying objects inside cases, the visualising 

mechanism reveals the so-called ‘enlightenment’ mission of the museum. The panes of 

glass between the exhibited objects and audiences constructed a viewing structure and 

visual hierarchies similar to how Morgan Ng interprets windows as instruments that 

‘augment visibility and control sensory perception’.  The display method, which 13

strengthened the ‘subject-object relation’ that Walter Mignolo probes as a sense of the 

totality of knowledge and epistemology of coloniality,  successfully positioned the history 14

and culture of Korea as mere objects for contemplation and for the acquisition of 

information. As Mok Suhyun points out, colonial modalities were deeply embedded in the 

selection of objects on display, engendering narratives that support or legitimise Japan’s 

colonialism in Korea. For instance, whilst the artefacts from the Three Kingdoms period 

(57 BCE–668) and the Unified Silla period (668–935) occupied a significant portion of the 

exhibition spaces, a smaller number of Joseon-dynasty objects were included in the 

galleries but were less emphasised. According to Mok, its underlying assertion was that 

Korea had once had a rich history in ancient times yet the country had declined during the 

Joseon dynasty, and hence, Japan seized its sovereignty to save the country.   15

13 Morgan Ng, “Toward a Cultural Ecology of Architectural Glass in Early Modern Northern Europe”, Art 
History 40, no. 3 (2017): 517. 
14 Walter Mignolo and Catherine Walsh, On Decoloniality: Concepts, Analytics, Praxis (Durham: Duke 
University Press, 2018), 200. 
15 Mok Suhyeon, “Geundae misul-gwa jeonsi munhwa-ui hyeongseong” [The formation of modern art and 
exhibition culture], in Hanguk munhwasa [History of Korean Culture] (Seoul: National Institute of Korean 
History, 2016), vol. 21. Digitised version, accessed 10 January 2021. http://contents.history.go.kr/front/
km/view.do?levelId=km_021_0050_0010_0020. 
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Fig. 4: The lobby of the Government-General Museum of Korea. Photo: National Institute 

for Korean History.  

http://contents.history.go.kr/mobile/km/view.do?levelId=km_021_0050_0010_0020 

[Accessed 20 January 2021] 
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Fig. 5: An installation view of the Government-General Museum of Korea. Photo: National 

Institute for Korean History.  

http://contents.history.go.kr/mobile/km/view.do?levelId=km_021_0050_0010_0020 

[Accessed 20 January 2021] 

Along with the display methods, the Government-General Museum’s organisational 

structure also underlines its pedagogical mission, as it was administered by the Education 

department at the Government-General. Korean nationals were the main targets of such 

educational pursuits. Maeil sinbo articles on 4 June and 6 July 1916 record the monthly 

visitor numbers by groups: Koreans, Japanese, and foreigners. According to the documents, 

the number of Korean visitors surpassed the number of Japanese and the number of foreign 

visitors.  Gyan Prakash insists that the subjectivity and identity of colonial elites were 16

formed upon how they differentiated themselves from colonial subalterns.  The 17

photograph of visitors garbed in Western-style uniforms and dress entering the 

Government-General Museum building incorporates the typical depiction of museumgoers 

as ‘modern citizens’ (Fig. 6). Another postcard image captures Koreans of the lower classes 

 Maeil sinbo, 4 June 1916 and 6 July 1916. National Library of Korea Linked Open Data.16

 Gyan Prakash, Another Reason: Science and the Imagination of Modern India (Princeton: Princeton 17

University Press, 1999), 19–26.
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in traditional clothing walking out of the museum, representing colonised subalterns whom 

colonial authorities considered as audiences who had to learn ‘civic morality’ through 

museum experiences. From the 1930s, the Government-General of Korea planned and 

organised the ‘Movement for the Development of the Mind’ to encourage Korean nationals 

to cultivate their minds and overcome difficulties, the aim being to encourage them to 

become faithful citizens of the Japanese empire. A Choson sinbo article on 20 June 1935 

records that the museum held a special day to contribute to the ‘development of the mind’ 

of its visitors.  As articulated in a Maeil sinbo article on 1 January 1936, the establishment 18

of the museum and the archaeological surveys and preservation were executed to achieve 

the same goal.  Such rhetoric unveils the ‘enlightenment commitment’ of colonial 19

museums that inject social conducts of cultural elites, represented by Japanese imperial 

citizens, to non-elite nationals of colonies, like those of colonial Korea, under the rubric of 

aesthetic experience.   20

 Choson sinbo, 20 June 1935. National Library of Korea Linked Open Data.18

 Maeil sinbo, 1 January 1936. National Library of Korea Linked Open Data19

 Andrew McClellan, The Art Museum from Boullée to Bilbao (Berkeley: University of California Press, 20

2008), 23. 
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Fig. 6:  A photograph in Government-General of Korea, Annual Report on Reforms and 

Progress in Chosen (Korea) (1915–16) (Keijo: Government-General of Korea, 1917). 

Photo: Seoul History Archives, Seoul History Museum.  
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Fig. 7: A photograph postcard of the Government-General Museum of Korea. Photo: Seoul 

History Archives, Seoul History Museum.  

https://museum.seoul.go.kr/archive/archiveNew/NR_archiveList.do?

ctgryId=CTGRY828&type=D [Accessed 20 January 2021] 

Object display at the colonial museum serves as an even more complex political 

tool, envisaging the cultural proximity of Korea and Japan to validate the theory of the 

‘common ancestral origins’ of the two countries. This type of rationale can be understood as 

‘continental imperialism’, which Hannah Arendt deploys to describe territorial expansion in 

‘geographic continuity’ with a mission ‘to unite people of similar folk origin’. Arendt also 

asserts that the rationale is pertinent to an ideological race theory that can be developed into 

a ‘convenient political weapon’.  At the Government-General Museum, one of the 21

galleries exhibited earthenware from the Baekje period (18 BCE–660 CE) alongside 

comparable objects from the Yamato period (250–710) of Japan. In addition to the object 

display, the gallery label explained that Baekje was once ruled by the Japanese kingdom. 

 Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism [1951] (San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1979), 21

223–224. 
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Actively circulated by Japanese archaeologists and historians through their publications at 

the time, this controversial theory has been much contested among scholars until today.   22

According to its mission statement published in 1931, the purpose of the 

Government-General Museum was to epitomise 2,000 years of history of the Korean 

peninsula.  In line with the mission, the museum designated treasured objects of Korea 23

based on the ‘cultural and historical values’ and carried out a series of conservation 

projects. It also helped the colonial government legislate for cultural heritage preservation 

throughout the colonial period.24 From 1918 to 1943, the museum published seventeen 

volumes of Museum Exhibits Illustrations (J. Hakubutsukan chinretsuhin zukan), which 

included illustrations, classifications and descriptions of the collected objects written in 

Japanese and English (Fig. 8). The Bulletin of the Government-General Museum of Korea 

(J. Chōsen sōtokufu hakubutsukanpō) also provided textual resources introducing the 

museum and the arts of Korea to Japanese readers. The gallery description, object 

registrations, and subsequent publications reveal how museums participated in the 

canonisation of art and framed a kind of ‘historiography’ using or perhaps misusing 

historical and scientific information in the system of colonialism. 

 See Mark E. Byington, Ken’ichi Sasaki and Martin T. Bale ed., Early Korea-Japan Interactions 22

(Cambridge, MA: Korea Institute, Harvard University, 2018).  
 Junmo Jung, “Hanguk geunhyeondaemisulgwansa yeongu: Guklipmisulgwan-e daehan insikgwa jedojeok 23

mosun-ui geunwon-eul jungsim-ero” [Study on modern and contemporary history of museum in Korea: 
Focusing on general awareness of National Museum of Contemporary Art and its institutional deficiency], 
Journal of Korean Modern and Contemporary Art History 11 (December 2013): 144.

 National Museum of Korea, “Archive of Government-General Museum Documents”, accessed 10 January 24

2020. https://www.museum.go.kr/modern-history/main.do. 
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Fig. 8: Illustrations and descriptions of bronze and iron objects in Government General 

Museum of Korea, Museum Exhibits Illustrations, vol. 7 (Keijo: Government General 

Museum of Korea, 1935), 8–9. Photo: National Library of Korea.  

Upon the liberation of Korea on 15 August 1945, the Government-General Museum 

was closed, and its collection and documents transferred to the National Museum of Korea, 

which was established in the same year. The terminologies, classification systems, and 

evaluation methods devised by the colonial museum were adapted and used by the new 

museum. The comparison of the exhibitions and publications of the National Museum of 

Korea and those of the Government-General Museum demonstrates that certain objects that 

were highly valued by the colonial regime continued to be celebrated as ‘epitomes’ of 

Korean art nationally and internationally. For instance, the golden crowns of Old Silla were 

introduced as ‘masterpieces of Korean art’, highlighted in large-scale exhibitions such as 

Masterpieces of Korea, the first overseas exhibition of Korean art that travelled to eight 

cities in the United States in the 1950s (Fig. 9). At the same time, those kinds of travelling 

exhibitions, as a political instrument, were used to internationally proclaim the status of 

South Korea as an independent, legitimate nation by embracing the term ‘Korean art’ even 
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after the division of the country into the North and the South since the Korean War 

occurred in 1950–1953. Under the circumstances, nationalist sentiments urged scholars and 

institutions to overthrow remaining narratives from the Japanese colonial period, which 

often led to the formation of new canons of Korean art. Some of the examples are Joseon-

dynasty objects, which had been regarded as the remains of the ‘demolished nation’ and so 

had been overlooked by Japanese scholars during the colonial period. After the 1950s, 

Joseon art became one of the most prominent topics in the art history of Korea, possibly 

because of an effort to retrieve the ‘historical value’ of the previous era but often with 

idealised views and narratives on the dynastic history.  

 

Fig. 9: (Left) Page from Government-General Museum of Korea, Museum Exhibits 

Illustrations, vol. 10 (Keijo: Government-General Museum of Korea, 1935), 4. Photo: 

Daegu Metropolitan Jungang Library. (Right) Inside cover of Masterpieces of Korean Art: 

An Exhibition under the Auspices of the Government of the Republic of Korea, ed. National 

Gallery of Art, et al. (Washington, DC: National Gallery of Art, 1957), 4–5. Photo: 

HathiTrust Digital Library.  
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The Government-General Museum’s archaeological projects, exhibitions, and 

publications are poignant examples that show how colonial modalities have been instilled 

in museum practices in various formats with consecutive impacts on historiography, 

museum structure, and display mechanisms over time. One of the challenges that 

contemporary museums face is ending the exploitative colonial legacy in museum practices 

and mediating tensions around the disciplines of art and archaeology whilst not simply 

criticising or subduing the fields. Ongoing discourses on interculturality can be seen as an 

appropriate methodology to enable decolonial praxes. Walter Mignolo explains that 

‘interculturality is both a complimentary political, epistemic and existence-based project’.  25

It challenges the process of ‘othering’ that utters, writes about, and exhibits ethnic, 

ancestral, racial, and moral differences similar to the aim the Government-General pursued 

by modelling the museum after the European imperialists. Nationalist accounts on the 

colonial history of Korea are mainly centred around contesting and overturning the colonial 

narratives and assertions made by Japanese imperialists by seeking the originality of 

Korean art and using museum exhibitions to promote its quality. Although it is a necessary 

process, such efforts may inevitably result in engendering the clear demarcation and 

marginalisation of Korean art, as a collective identity, by continuing modernistic epistemic 

practices and racial theories. Instead of drawing distinct cultural and artistic boundaries, 

more attention needs to be paid to how the human world has persistently interacted, 

inspired, and transformed across borders over time and how art and culture have been fluid 

and intercultural in history. By doing so, one can participate in de-generating the colonial 

rhetoric of museums, which asserts that ‘cultural behaviours’ differ across races and 

nations, and, instead, take a step towards the idea of decoloniality and human equality in 

museum practices at large. 

 Mignolo, On Decoloniality, 57. 25
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